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CROWDSTRIKE FALCON FOR HEALTHCARE
CLOUD-DELIVERED ENDPOINT PROTECTION FOR HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS
Protect ePHI with a solution that provides unparalleled endpoint protection, efficacy, scalability and
ease of use — with immediate time-to-value and zero performance impact.

KEY BENEFITS
»D
 efends against all attacks no
matter where endpoints are

CROWDSTRIKE FALCON: REVOLUTIONIZING ENDPOINT
PROTECTION FOR HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS
Despite investing billions of dollars in security — legacy security
solutions are failing to stop the constant attacks facing healthcare

located
»O
 perationalizes and scales
security in hours, not months

organizations. The requirement to share data across endpoint
environments compounds security challenges by increasing attack
surfaces.
CrowdStrike Falcon® solves these problems with a cloud-delivered

»A
 mplifies protection with 24x7
managed threat hunting
»S
 treamlines security with

endpoint protection platform that provides comprehensive security

automated, intelligent threat

while scaling to meet the endpoint requirements of even the largest

prevention and detection

organizations. Falcon’s lightweight agent deploys instantly to begin
streaming security data to the CrowdStrike cloud for immediate action.
CROWDSTRIKE FALCON PROVIDES:
Better Protection — Advanced artificial intelligence and behavioral

"CrowdStrike gives us protection

blocking, as well as intelligent endpoint detection and response (EDR)

and visibility into threats that

and proactive threat hunting to stop known and unknown threats.

we had no idea were there. The
simple fact is, CrowdStrike

Increased performance — The entire platform is delivered via one

is technically strong, they do

lightweight agent to enable all prevention, detection, and response

what they say they’re going to

capabilities with virtually zero impact on your endpoints.

do, and they stand behind their
product."

Ease of Use — The Falcon platform is immediately operational via a
single agent that deploys in minutes with minimal effort from your
security team.

— PETE MURPHY,
CIO CARDINAL INNOVATIONS
HEALTHCARE

FALCON PREVENT (CONT'D)

machine learning, and behavioral Indicators of Attack (IOAs) to protect

SECURE HIGH-VALUE DATA
WITH A COMPREHENSIVE,
COMPLIANT, AND
EASY-TO-USE SOLUTION

against known and unknown ransomware.

Adversaries continue to innovate

KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES
1. STOPS ADVANCED, TARGETED ATTACKS
•S
 top Ransomware — Falcon uniquely combines exploit blocking,

•C
 ontinuous Endpoint Monitoring — Falcon provides real-time and

and so should your cybersecurity.

historical visibility into your endpoint environment, enabling you to

Only CrowdStrike Falcon unites next-

instantly detect and respond to malicious activity.

generation EDR capabilities backed by

•P
 roactive, Intelligent Protection — With machine learning and

managed threat hunting and integrated

behavioral analytics, Falcon can block known and unknown malware

threat intelligence. The Falcon

and fileless attacks other solutions miss.

platform’s real-time and historical
endpoint visibility combines with

2. DELIVERS IMMEDIATE TIME-TO-VALUE

advanced protection technology to stop

•S
 aves Time, Money and Effort — Falcon’s cloud-delivered protection

advanced attacks such as ransomware

doesn’t require any on-premises management infrastructure,

and prevent silent failure. Falcon’s

deploying within minutes to begin recording and reporting from Day

ability to quickly identify known and

One.

unknown threats enables you to respond

•S
 cales to Meet Your Needs — As a SaaS solution, Falcon seamlessly
spans all endpoint environments — physical virtual, or cloud.

immediately to incidents that remain
invisible to existing defenses.

•Z
 ero Performance Impact — The lightweight falcon agent (25MB)
deploys to endpoints, while all analysis and correlation takes place in
the CrowdStrike Threat Graph™ with zero performance impact on your
endpoints.
3. EFFECTIVELY ADDRESSES SECURITY RISKS
•A
 ligns with Critical Healthcare Compliance Requirements —

CrowdStrike® is the leader in
cloud-delivered endpoint protection.
The CrowdStrike Falcon® platform

CrowdStrike is independently validated to assist healthcare

offers instant visibility and protection

organizations in achieving HIPAA and NIST SP 800-53 compliance and

across the enterprise and prevents at-

aligns with the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.

tacks on endpoints on or off the network.

•C
 omplete Endpoint Visibility — Vulnerabilities and unprotected
endpoints are shown in real-time, with all Falcon solutions accessed
and enabled via the same management console.
•F
 orce Multiplier — Falcon OverWatch™ 24x7 managed threat hunting

Falcon seamlessly unifies next-generation AV with best-in-class endpoint
detection and response, backed by 24/7
managed hunting. There’s much more
to the story of how Falcon has redefined

enhances your security expertise with a team of experienced global

endpoint protection but there’s only one

cyber intrusion analysts proactively identifying and remediating

thing to remember about CrowdStrike:

threats.

We stop breaches.

Learn more at
www.crowdstrike.com/solutions/protectinghealthcare-organizations/

